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Mandatory Attendance for finQncial Aid 
By Dhyana Ziegler 
Effective this Spring 81, students will 
either have to fall in line oi· lose their finan­
cial aide privileges. 
Mandatory attendance and enrollment 
regulations will go into effect this Spring, 
and teachers will be required to monitor 
attendance during the five week cycle. The 
purpose of this enrollment/attendance cri­
teria will be to assure student eligibility, 
0ecat1se under the new Federal· Basic 
Grant regulations, recipients of the grants 
must meet certain criteria and attendance 
regulations in order to be eligible to receive 
the grant. 
The procedure will be as follows: stu­
dents must have _attended classes at least 
once during the first three weeks of classes 
and at least once in either the fourth or fifth 
weeks\ If a student goes not meet this cri­
teria, and cannot satisfactorily document 
that he/she is attending classes, the stu­
dent cannot receive a Basic Grant. If the 
students meet the enrollment criteria, they 
will receive their BEOG check, as award­
ed. 
Stephen Goldberg, Director of Finan­
cial Aide, said: "the Financial Aide Direc­
tors have met and are not in full agreement 
with this interpretation. We don't know 
why it's coming about," he said. 
Effective with this semester, the Fed­
. era! Regulations governing the BEOG, 
BARUCH to _Register by mail 
BY Blil;YAN'A)a1EGLER 
Pinhas F'riendertberg, Registrar, has 
announced t):le im,plem�ntation of � 'new 
mail registration experiment which will be 
tested this Spring 198'1 in the Graduate 
Division of Baruch. If the attempt is suG­
cessful, the Registrar plans to develop a 
mail registration system for undergradu-
ate division in September '8l. 
Graduate students will receive a re­
gistration package in the mail by the sec­
ond week of this December. Students will 
receive in the package one fonn for their 
primary course choices and two copies to 
be used for two alternate schedules in the 
�vent that first choices are closed or can­
celled. 
enco1:1raged to dt.op 0ff thei-r registrati0n 
materiais personally in cas!)_ there is a need 
· to meet with an advisor ·or, to inslll'e that 
his or her program is not delayed by the 
postal system. 
Registration packages :will then be 
sorted out according to class priority and, if, 
submitted early enough, the student will 
receive confirmation by inail. 
Students who do not wish to register' 
by mail because of financial reasons or un­
decided about schedules will be sent a sepa­
rate mailing to remind them of regular 
walk-in registration in January. 
"The system is not perfect, but it's a 
start," says Friedenberg. "It's part of a 
long-life program of trying to improve stu-. 
dent services." 
SEOG and NDSL programs have amend­
ed. 
These new rules demand possible re­
payment by a student who withdraws from 
college during a semester in which he/she 
received funds under the above programs. 
The amount you may be required to re-pay 
is directly related to the exact date when 
you ceased attendance. Funds granted for 
the period following your last day of at­
tendance must. be returned to the gove�n­
menL Therefore, the taking of an official 
leave of absence (withdrawal with the re­
gistrar's premission) becomes very impor­
tant in the -determination of over pay­
ments. 
Registrants would then have the op­
tion of either mailing the package back in a 
stamped, self addressed envelope or, of 
dropping it off in person. · 
The registrar noted that students are 
If the system works in the graduate 
division, the fall experiment will roll out 
one stage at a time starting with upper 
seniors, Friedenberg said. 
Fem�le Student Accosted 
BY PETER BARICELLA 
A female Baruc-h graduate student 
was accosted on_the 10th floor of the_23rd 
Str.eet building. 
saw a maintenance man who looked at her 
as if she were crazy. 
Running all the way clown to the first 
floor she final)y located a security guard. 
On hearing her story he bluntly replied, 
"This is New York. What do you expect." 
The young woman, who did not wish to 
be identified, said that at abo·ut 5 p. m. on 
Wov. 17, a black, heavy set.male dressed in 
a, grey suit, approached her and grabbed According to the girl: "This should not 
her from behind. be happening in the school. I. D.'s should 
She screamed, turned and swung at berequiredforenteringthe\milding. Espe­
him but missed, she said. He ran to the cially with the slasher runnj k around any­
back staircase and fled. She was still body can enter the buildirl r Maybe next 
screaming and yelling at the top of her time it will really be serious. What does it 
lungis but nobody assisted her. take for people to st:;ind up and take notice? 
·. · . ·. · - ,She went to the seventhioor for help, Boes a ·girl· have :to get raped· 01· somebody . 
afi·aicl he might ·c<i�� b��k, sh� said. She . killed!" 
In addition, the State Education De­
partment notes that, effective Sept. 1981, 
not only will the student's grade point aver­
age be one of the determinants to receiving 
aid but "progress" toward a degree will 
also be considered. 
If there is no evident progress toward 
a degree, the student would lose TAP eligi­
bility. But the higher Education Ammend­
ment of 1980 does not define progress, 
however. 
The department added that it is also 
phinning to begin regulation the assistance 
to part time students as well al.though, at 
present, the regulations do not apply to 
part time students receiving aid. 
· · · · · · ... ·DECEMBER 10, 1980 
-The Dream:
OPENING NIGHT Placement 
"DREAM AND SO DREAM ALL 
NIGHT WITHOUT A STIR," wrote John 
Keats in Hyperion. That's _exactly what 
will happen from December 10 through the 
13th i"n Baruch's auditorium in the 23rd 
street building. On these nights Baruch's 
Fall theatrical production will present 
''The Dream." The.play will be presented 
by the Department of Speech in association 
with Theatron and Stage Wise. "The 
Dream" was conceived by John Tiesort, 
the play's director and set designer. 
THE CAST: THESUS the D�e Alex Gal 
Pettin, EGEUS Hermia's father Raymond 
Strough, LYSANDER beloved of Hermia, 
Joe O'Donnell, DEMETRIUS engaged to 
Hermia John Minore, PHILOSTRATE 
master of revels Raymond Hever, 
HIPPOLYTA betrothed to Thesus Barbra 
Gray, HERMIA daughter'of Egeus An-
drea Dents, HELENA in love wiht Deme­
trius Judith Rivera, TITANIA Madame 
Kristina Decker, OBERON Pimp Craig 
Allman, PUCK a G.host Patricia Murphy. 
THE PUNKS: QUINCE Lynn Cerve 
BOTTOM Peter Baricella, FL UTE An­
thony Cappelino, SNOUT Scott Weill, 
SNUG Barry Scoff, STARVELING Louis 
Corbo. THE HOOKERS: THE SU­
PREME Lisa Stevens, 1st HOOKER, Su-
. san Hockman, MOTH Madeline Mart, 
, COBWEB Terry Genzale, MUSTARD­
SEED Helen Chin, PEASEBLOSSOM 
Alisan Berkman. 
PRODUCTION CREW: Costume Design 
Estelle Thorn, Light Design William 
Covington, Dance . Chorography Judith 
Kohout and Colette Alton, Business Man­
ager Nathan Rosenseheim, Publicity Joe 
Perez and Peter Barricella, Poster �nd 
Program Design Charles Aegis, Assistants 
to Director Adriane Finkelstein and Adam 
Heilman. 
PRODUCTION CREW: Tech Director 
Christopher- Formisano, Stage Manager 
Kenneth Ebanks, Assistant Stage Man­
ager Lynn Cervo, Construction Crew: Ro­
land Askon, Robert Formisano, .John An­
dreola, Judy Ju, ,Adriane Fi_nkelstein, 
Steve Halpern, and Jerry Simpson. 
LIGHTING CREW: Eddie Payton, Mitch 
Balsam and John Andreola. 
SOUND CREW: Kenneth Ebanks and 
John Andreola, Sound Engineer Gene 
Scholtens. 
COSTUMES: Charles Lobelloa, Patricia 
Mlµl)hy', Terri Rivera, Lynn Cervo. 
PROPS: Adriane Finkelstein and Lori 
Fischer. 
DON'T .MISS IT. IT SHOULD BE 
QUITE AN EXTRAVAGANZA! 
office 
sponsors-
career 
conferences 
The Placement office invites all stu­
dents to participate in its career planning 
and job placement program this semester. ' 
E.S.S.A. Minutes 
All students must sign up for oriel!-' 
tation sessions which will be held between 
December 17-23 for accounting majors and 
between January 5-16 for aii other ma:jors. 
As a preview to Spring recruiting we 
are holding a Career Conference on ThUl'S­
day, December 11, 1980 in Room 4 Nott.Ii, 
17 Lexington A v.enue at 12 I>. M. Rep­
resentati:ves from four different industr.ies 
will' give advice to students regarding ca­
reer choice and recruiting process. All stu­
dents ,are urged to atteril. 
_ A meeting of the Bernard M. Baruch 
College Evening Session Student Assem­
bly was held in Room 509 46 East 26th St., 
New York, N. Y. on 'Tuesday, November 
18, I980 at 9·:15. 
There were the following members 
present: 
Mr. Steven Sales-President 
Mr. Philipe D. Katz-Treasurer 
Mr. Ari Parnes 
Ms. Priscilla Gerald 
Mr. Mike Moskowitz 
Mr. Michael·Edinger 
"Mt. Todd'Jakobsen 
Mr. Yehuda Listokin 
Ms. Marcella Gerald 
Mr. Jacob Lamr· 
Also in attendance was: 
, Mr. Bo!>Geoi:gia-Director�f the Evening 
Students 
Mr. Sales calls the meeting tp order: 
Mr. Sales informs the Assembly that the 
�ours for tennis must be changed. 
Sigma Alpha 
The new hours for tennis will be as follows: 
1 court on Sat. from 6pm to 8pm 
1 court on Sun. from 6pm to 8pm 
There will.be an additional court on Sun­
days from 7pm to 8pm. The motion on the 
hours was boted on by the Assembly and 
the vote was unanimous. 
The President informed the Assembly that 
he needed two people to check into the 
have in which to do so. Marcella Gerald 
suggested that Mr. Jakobsen ask Profes­
sors for their help in getting speakers. She 
also remind�d him that many of them work 
for outside companies, thus, they would 
know who to contact for assistance in this 
project: 
issue of Physical Education. Mr. Jakobsen stated a concei;,n about the 
These two P!'Qple would. wor.k along with fire hazards ,u,ound the s!!hool, such as the 
Bob Georgia and Dean Wilson. The two broken doors located in the 26th St. build­
people thl;lt will be working with Bob ing. The suggestion was made that some- ' 
Georgia and Dean Wilson are as following: ore from the Assembiy contact the office of 
Ms. ,Marcell.a Gerald and Mr. Yehuda / Buildings and Grounds to get the broken 
Listokin. . doors fixed. 
Mr. ToddJakobsen informedthe Assembly. Pi:;-esident Segall would like to meet the 
of the problem he and theother membersof members of the E, S.S. A. to extend his 
the committee are having, in regan_ls to · .appreciation for their fire leadership of the 
getting the weeklong career seminar start- , Evening Students. 
ed. The basic problem, as Mr. Jakobsen •Tentative date: December 4th at 6pm 
stated is that it is impossible for three 
people to physically get the seminar to- Next meeting Tuesday, December 2nd at 
gether given the limited time that they 9:15 
A list of organizations that are sched­
u]ed ,to recruit at Baruch this spring has 
been released, additions and changes will 
be announced at the :workshop which you 
atte·nd. Some of the m;,jor corporations in-
' elude: 
I 
NAME@FCOMPANY 
I. B. M. Corporation 
C. B. S. Corporation(Greenwich oncy;) 
I 111ura nee Services Office, 
Laventhol & Horwath, CPA 
Prudential Life Insurance 
Drescher, Dorkin, Kaplan, CPA 
Travlers l111urance 
Deloitte, Haski111 & Sells, CPA 
Weber, Lipshie & Company, CPA 
Xerox Corporation 
Bantberger's 
Merrill Lynch 
Foreign Credit Insurance 
·Geooral Foods 
Price Waterhouse, CPA 
United Telecommunications 
Ernst & Whinooy, _CPA 
Northwest Mutual Life 
Burroughs Corporation 
Port Authority ofN. Y. & N. J. Hartford I rnurance 
SEEKtNG 
BBAMBA 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
� 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
. X  
X X 
X 
Used ,Book Exchange .. Library· Geooral Foods Crum & Foster Irnurance Navy Resale 
· Bloomingdale's 
X X 
X 
ic 
X X 
Evening students have an opportunity to 
sell or buy books from each other. 
Bring your books or look for your books at 
our exchange located opposite the Baruch 
College Book Store in the basement of 360· 
Park A venue South. 
You set the price; we take the books-on 
consignment adding .25 to-the price you set 
. and taking .25 from the price for our 
services. 
If we sell, the books, you get the money; 
otherwise, we return the books to you. 
Our Spring '81 Sen;iester schedule is listed 
January 28, 29 
February 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10. 
Please note: After our exchange closes on 
.February 10, please check with Robin Sel­
ditch in Room 529 of the 26th Street Build� 
ing for either books or money. After a 
period of .a semester, what's left Sigma 
Alpha Delta will assume possession of. 
Thank you. 
P. S. Any student who left books with our 
exchange in September or October, please 
collect either your money or your books 
from Room 529, 26th Street Building, be-
fore December 18, 1980. 
below and.our hot,trs:are f!::om 5:0() p: m. After that date, we will assume.possession 
•,until8:00,'p.-·ip.: c - ·.·;· , �, ,, .,., • of the-books.--
research 
course 
The Library Instruction Division of 
Baruch's undergraduate school annoync�d: 
last week that, starting next semester, it 
will offer an evening course in research 
methods in business. 
Brooklyn Union Gas Company 
U. S. Social Security 
Philip Morris 
Manufacturers Haoover Trust Company 
Macy's 
F. W. Woolworth 
Sterling Drug 
Gertz Department Store 
Citibank 
Doubleday Company 
Irving Trust Company 
American Express 
New England Life 
Ideal Corporation 
Nabisco 
X 
X X: 
X 
X X 
.J{ X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
The CO!,U"Se will teach basic concepts in For further information contact Mr. 
library research as applied to business. William McLoug_hlin Associate Dixector at 
Like the 7 sections being offered to the 725-3062, 3064 on the 17th floor of the 360 
day session business students, the course PAS building. Response is imperative so 
will carry 3 credits and meets Tuesdays please respond at once. l 
and Thursdays from 6 to 7:15 p. m. (LIB ' 
10mm �--
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Battle for South Africa 
BY MARGARET PRESCOD 
Most people living in the United 
States are not familiar with the word apar­
thElid, nor have they really experienced 
what this word represents. The film "Bat­
tle for South Africa" sponsored by B. L.A. 
C. K. Friday, November 14, gave approxi­
mately fifty individuals, comprised of fa­
culty, visitors and club me·mbers a further 
look into the racist apartheid system of 
South Africa. 
· 
In addition to the film,. guest speaker 
David Ndaba, an exile·member of the Afri­
can National Congress, answered· ques­
tions from the audience and stated the 
functions of the ANC, making informative 
statements as to the condition of Black 
people in his homeland. The ANC is an 
organization in South Africa that is fighting 
for the return of South Africa to the right­
ful owners, 22 million Blacks. 
A vibrant young poet named Duma 
Ndlovu recited his poetry to the beat of 
bongo drums, sharing the African rhythms 
with the enthusiastic"audience. 
The film "Battle for South Africa," 
made for CBS and· narrated by journalist 
Bill Moyers, presented a narrow and one­
sided view of the problem of Blacks in 
South Africa. The film reduced the strug­
gle of 22 million people dominated by 4 
million Whites to nothing more than a 
struggle between world powers to gain ad­
ditional investments in Africa and stop Cu­
ban influence from spreading all over the 
continent. 
Yet the film h.ad one good ele.ment. It 
_, shpwed Mjat apa,tl:)eid, t� i;acial sem-ega­
tfon of'Blacks and Whites ori :ill levels of the society is the normal way of life i�South 
Africa . . 
To give a synopsis of the film-it 
showed the famous Seweto riots of 1976. 
Seweto, a Black ghetto in South Africa, 
which is strictly off limits to Whites with­
out permits or approval by the ·govern­
ment, was engaged in riots 4 years ago. 
These riots lasted over 16 months. After 
the riots subsided 600 people were dead. In 
June of 1976, Black studElUts demonstrating 
in order to be taught courses in Afrikaan, 
the language of White South Africans, 
were thrown into a frenzy when a ten year 
old child was shot and killed by a white 
, policeman. 
The film focused mainly on the grow­
ing number of African soldiers (referred to 
in the film as guerillas or rebels) who are 
being trained in neighboring African 
States, such as Angola and Zambia. These 
soldiers, comprised Qf men and women, 
then return to South Africa well-trained 
*and ready to fight for their freedom. The 
police of South Africa are concerned about 
the growing number of trained African sol­
diers, who now number some 4,000 or 
more. Many South African officials claim 
they are•afraid for their own safety. 
The film also showed leaders of many 
African States who support the struggle of 
their Black brothers in South Africa. Ac-
. cording to Kenneth Kuanda, president of 
Zambia, who publicly supports the strug­
gle of South African Blacks, there will be a 
revolution in South Africa which will make 
the French Revolution look like a picnic. 
When asked why he, a man of God, would 
engage in such a bloody struggle he quoted 
Mahatma Ghandi, saying, ''If I had .to choose 'betyv��en vj.olence and sl:iv4?ry, I 
would readily know my decision." 
How Safe 
is.Baruch 
The now former Prime Minister of BY DHY ANA ZIEGLER 
South Africa, John Vorster, ·had this to say .Students enter and exit Baruch's facil-
of the racist regime: ''We will not give up ities ·each day without the thought of secur­
principles to be popular with the world. If ity or insecurity while they're attending 
you de�troy th_e stability of South Africa, their day arid eveni·ng classes. But ho·w safe 
what will you have but chaos. Blacks can is Baruch? 
hope for higher wages but will die·at their Although many incidents are not re-
own risk looking for political equality. ported, the threat of danger in the streets 
A brief look at employment showed of New York is alive and very real. The 
that Blacks, ,who,number·five times more slasher has been reported in the neighbor­
tha whites, occupy only thirty percent of hood and who knows what else may be in 
the land. This area is barren and unfit for our midst. 
agriculture. Therefore Blacks are forced to Because non-students have iegal ac­
work'as migrant workers on the rich and- cess to information offices at Baruch, such 
fertile land of Whites and are the recipients as the registrar's offi'ce, admissions offices, 
of low wages. They are the miners of gold and dean's offices, there is no system as of 
and diamonds which bring great profits to yet to check people coming i _n and out of the 
South Africa each year, b_ut do not share in buildings. A female student was. attacked 
a"!'IY of these profits. Blacks are very vital to in the gym area in the 23rd Street building 
the South African economy. One ANC about a year ago, apd one girl was grabbed 
member li_ving South Afri� had this to say, on the eighth floor stairway, as reported by 
''There is no way the White population can Peter Baricello, only a couple of weeks ago. 
separate himself from the Black popula- Richard Dillon, Director of Security, 
tion." is concerned about.the problems of security 
The film ended with young Blacks, and is presently assessing and defining 
i:anging in ages 10-onward, vowing to die problems for resolution. "One idea that is 
fighting for the freedom of South Africa. being discussed is to start students to 
David Ndaba bronze in color whose wearing visible L D. cards,." says Dillon. In 
physical appeara�ce makes him s�em no addition he's trying to implement a limited 
more than eighteen years of age, has years . access pl�n so that non-stude� could o�y 
of experience and involvement in the strug- enter �ted areas, such as the 1nformat1on
gle for South Africa. Ndaba is presently in offices, library and the computer center. 
America trying to raise the consciousness Dillon has also- developed a vertical 
of Blacks to identify with their prothers pat:rol. The purpose of the vertical patrol, 
and sisters in Africa since he says both he says, is to have guards constantly mov­
groups have the same common oppressor. ing, because more visibility acts as a deter­
N daba stressed that a defeat of South Afri- . rent against attacks and also to open radio 
can B_lacks means a defeat for Blacks in · communication among the guards. ·"Two 
�el'lca_ and a vict,ocy .f�r B1>1cks in �mer- guards in the lobby is a waste. If something 
. �ca 1s a v,ctory for tj-,c;,se ! n_$_outh Africa. . happens, they won't be around. They have . cont1-nuec!, on page 11 to keep moving.,� sayS' Dillon.. The vertical 
patrol makes four passes in the building on 
two shifts: 7:30-3:30, and 3:30-11:30. 
Black ai1� Hispanic SolidaritY- day 
Since September, radio equipment has 
been added to security for the purposes of 
minimizing and deterring attacks on the 
Baruch community. Robin Blacknall, Ser­
geant, says, "It's easier for us, especially in 
the 315 bldg. where there's just one phone. 
So it's good communication and to let us 
know if the guards finish_ed their rounds." 
BY CHRIS SANGSTER 
Some sixty to seventy students and Als� among the program's distI;-
faculty members were in attendance, ori guished speakers was-Dr. Jµanita Howard, 
th;i.t blistery-cold Monday. Many students . from Ba:ruch?s Soci�lo� Dept. 
to reaffirm.. their committment to them- Under the auspices· of coordinators 
selves. opted not to· attend class (without Prof. Denise Gordon and SEEK counselor 
being aware of the excused absence they Mr. Ron Harris, this jmportant event 
were entitl,ed to for the day) to be a part of. marked the introduction of a broadened 
the intellectual and cultural .stimulii con- commitment to a show of unity. Working in 
tributing to the program's effectiveness. corrjunction with A. S. P. L <R. A., B. L, A. 
C. K., the Black and Hispanic Caucus, 
Participa11ts were honored with initi- P. R. I. D. E., the Spanish Club and the 
mate audiences with special guest speaker Caribbean Assoc., Prof. Gordon and Mr-. 
Dr. Lenard Jeffries, who chairs the Black Harris tailored a seven hour agenda cater­
and Hispanic Studies Dept. at City Col- ing to the prtinaryCQnstituents of Baruch's 
lege. Dr. Jeffries saw the "com- new majority-those students of black and. 
monality'' of blacks and Hispanics as an · Hispanic birth. · 
. areaforfortificationrather than distirtction Originally, the idea of a day being set 
or separation. The youthful Jeffries em- aside to capsule the impact of Afro-Ameri­
phasized the genuine need for cross-cul-. can labor and purchasing power involved · 
tural unity (among blacks and Hispanics) blacks of every ilk refraining from any form 
as being both essential and desirable. The of economic enterprise. By boycotting pub­
internationally renowned Jeffries cited the lie transportation-and most importantly by
African ancestry of both blacks and :His- not going to work or school. 
panics as ·grounds for their ·inter-depen- Behind the efforts of Carlos Russell 
de nee and �hared legacies of European op- and a number of other active blacks (a­
press�on. J�es, Prof. Roberto Martinez mongst whom was Baruch's own Prof. Ger­
and Dr. Arthur Lewin of Baruch's Black telyn Dozier) this non active approach to 
and Hispanic Studies Dept., elaborated on activism took hold nationally in the year of 
some of the functional ancf historical con- its birth·, 1969. · 
tentions surrounding the concepts put �1 L · 1 Tra<ljng: itsdnception from the immi
­
forth by the promotion of a Black and Hist grant laiden community of Bfookly·r'i's 
panic Solidarity Day. · · Crown H�_ights section on the tail-end of 
_ the 60's aggressive turbulance, to it_s pre­
sent modified state, Black Solidarity.Day 
(much· lik;e the movement from which it 
sprang) has suffered a significant loss of 
meaning and organµed support despite the 
fact that discernable blacks have more rea­
sons to seek solidarity now than in any 
other recent period. 
_In a second segment of the.program' 
centralized group discussion resulted in 
tangible feedback on methods with which 
some posi�ive changes might be instituwd 
for the black and Hispanic student body 
here at Baruch. The focus of much of this 
discussion was the u�table footing ail non­
white faculty and staff endure. In an effort 
to contend with these and other issues 
deemed significant by those in attendance, 
ten proposals were drafted for considera­
tion. Among these recommendations were: 
· 1. proposal of an open forum, to rotate be­
tween day and evening sessions addres­
sing any concerns of black and Hispanic 
students & faculty at Baruch. Out of this 
forum it is hoped that a task force will be 
establis})ed to address specific concerns. 
2. a directory of ,Black and Hispanic fa­
culty, staff and student organizati0rts be 
· continued on page 11 
Dillon is also trying for a ·contract to 
i!1$tail �losed circuit T. V.s especially in the 
gym area where he h� a particular con­
cern. The other solution would be to place a 
guard on the staircase, says Dillon. 
"I have set goals," says Dillon, "I'm 
upgrading personnel and making them 
more sensitive to problems and developing 
a professional staff. Once the problem is 
assessed, you must develop resolutions, 
solutions and address them," Dillon added. 
Wine Seminar 
BY PETER BARICELLA 
With the sucess of the Beer Seminar 
still lingering on their taste buds, the 
Baruch School of Continuing Education 
presented its second straight smash semi­
nar in less than a month on Thursday, Nov. 
20.. 
-
More than one hundred people paid 
$7.00 to have the priviledge of tasting eight 
selected White Burgundy \vines from Fr­
ance: Hautes Cotes De Nuits 78, Macon 
Village Le Grand Cheneau 79, Pouilly 
Fuisse '79, Macon V
i
re Chateau De Vire 78, 
Macon St. bouis Chardonnay'77�Pere Pat-
continued on page 1-1 
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Claudio Arrau on tour 
BY NANCY SCHMAIS 
The 1980-81 concert season celebrates 
Claudio Arrau's 39th consecutive tour of 
America and Canada. At Lehman College 
for the Performing Arts, Nov. 12th, Ar­
rau's mastery and command of the key­
boarci transpired once again. 
This particular performance consisted 
of works by Beethoven, Schumann, De­
bussy, Chopin and Liszt. The moment Ar­
rau, a stocky but po:werful man,· appeared, 
a hush came over the audience. Wearing­
black tails, white shirt and a white hand­
kerchief A.1Tau brought the barren stage to 
life. A scarlet curtain served as a backdrop 
and he approached the black Steinway 
Adjusting the seat and his jacket, Ar­
rau begins the "Etudes Symphoniques, 
Op. 13" by Schumann. The gestures of rol­
ijng his hands together seems to relax Ar­
rau. Beginning with sustained andante he 
shifts to a jumpy staccato, almost a waltz 
. sequence. The melody is taken over at dif­
ferent times by both hands, making for. a 
double melody line. His treatment of the 
fleeting scales and arpeggios creates a po­
etry that can only be accomplished by the 
lightness of his touch. This music-box ef-
fect is varied with the more -tense, heavy 
repeated theme and changes to a grand 
presto. "Etudes" with its more subdued 
tones doesn't stop the heart like Beetho­
ven, but Anau's addition of the "5 Varia-
· Grand with self-assurance and esteem. A 
slight movement to straighten his tie, and a 
deep.breath-then the magic began. . tions Posthumes" does make this piece in­
spiring. 
.AR'I 
Arrau began with Beethoven's "Son­
ata quasi une Fantasia in E flat major, Op. 
27 no. ·1." He excites you to a climax then 
calms you down with the melody line, all 
the while putting you in a trance. In the 
scale sequences he attacks the keys with 
vigor, with an occasional bopping of the 
head for emphasis. There always exists a 
balance between the syrnwpated trills and. 
the scales which gain momentum then re-
Claudio An-au in concert 
-tard to a solemn chord sequence. The bore­
dom of the "Adagio con espressione" is for­
gotten by the "Allegro vivace-adagio con 
espressione-presto," when once again we 
are emotionally heightened and left breath­
less. 
With the fourth encore An-au takes a 
modest bow and exits with head tilted up­
ward,· exhibiting his gratitude. Waiting for 
the audience to quiet, he won't begin until 
that moment. Finally satisfied with the si­
lence he begins his third selection, "Es-. 
tampes," by Debussy.· "Estampes" is a 
much shorter piece than the two previously 
performed-it displays a fairy-tale quality 
. which is felt with Arrau's light, definite 
· touch. This trait of his enables one to im­
ag;ine the floating sound of a flute. accom­
panying the piano when in fact there is 
none. 
Once again An-au adjusts his piano 
. seat and fusses with his tie. -The romance of 
Chopin's "Fali.t�sy in F minor, Op. 49" 
comes _across with perfect transitions and 
mood changes. Beginning with the bass o­
vershadowing the treble they finally melt 
together to create a whole. In a final se­
quence from Andante to Allegro he finishes· 
in a grand crescendo forte accenting the 
last note of the scale with a jerk of his head 
for stress. Arrau's assurance and confi­
dence allows his fingers the freedom to flur­
ry from note to note. 
A Dream Deferred 
BY ANGEL ROSADO 
The dichotomy of life into past and He regrets having spent forty y:ears in 
present, young and old, and life and death a job he dislikes. Ironically, it is the keep­
has been woven· admirably into Hugh ing of records that he has done all his life, 
Leonard's play, A Life at the Morosco the keeping of public records, and, as we 
Theater. observe, the keeping of his own life record. 
It is springtime in Dublin and Des- Drumm balances his life using the stan­
mond Drumm, a retired civil servant, has <lards that he values. There is a sense of sad 
wiser of the two. The challenge of the inac­
cessible Mary gives Drumm a purpose in 
life that he could not find jn the apprecia­
tion of Dorothy's lov� for him. Jealousy and 
condescension surface frequently in 
Drumm's character. 
just learned that he has six months left to courage throughout Drumm's life. He re- For example, Lars Kearns, Mary's 
' live. He immediately sets out to reaffirm minds Mary that he is not afraid of being husband, is still subject to Drumm's criti­
old friendships; heal old wounds, and right judged. A man has debits and credits, he cisms and sarcasm after so many years. 
old wrongs. He is a man seeking to be ver- says. He is willing to accept the idea that, Drumm has never gotten over the fact 
ified as a human being. in his life, there are more debits. His life "Kearns "bested" him for the affections of 
As Drumm begins to reestablish his has never been what he wanted it to be. He Mary. Leonard has set these two charac• 
frindship with old acquaintances, we begin misses his father, and the only woman he ' ters in sharp contrast. Drumm is the con ­
to see his past. Mr. Leonard does this ever truly loved, Mary, he could not have. templative, Kearns, the doer; one seeking 
beautifully with two sets of characters for Drumm wanted love but was uncom- to change his life, the other accepting life; 
each cast member, one in youth and the fortable with it. His love for Mary was one complex, the other simple. 
other in middle age. contradictory. It was a pure, deluded 
When Drumm begins to converse with though platonic love which the young Mary 
his one time flame, Mary, about the past, did not need and which the old Mary could 
the conversation is picked up at another no longer accept. His conditional love re­
part of the stage by the same characters in quired Mary to change, a love in Drumm's 
their youth. This shift,ing between past and terms only. When love does come to him, it 
present is done often'throughout the play. is almost unreturned. 
The impression is that the past and the 
present coexist. 
The view, however, is diffe1·ent: a 
young man looking ahead and an old man 
looking back. Youthful frustration and 
_hope become gitterness and insecurity in 
old age, but the emotions remain the same. 
These emotions anct·a desire to find mean-
ing in life preoccupy .Drutm1;. 
This elf-centered, brooding man be­
came the love object of a martyr-like wo­
man, Dorothy. She is complacent and do­
cile but without all the "promise" and utap­
ped resilience of Mary. Dorothy's loyalty to 
Drumm is endless and although she s.eems. 
inferior to ·her husband; she is, in fact, the 
Drumm's jealousy of Kearns is not 
without reason. Not only has the man won 
over Mary, but he has made her laugh in 
the process. This is something that Drumm 
was never able to do. Kearns has always 
been free and easy, never stopping to 
think, never stopping to ask why. Drumm 
however has asked all the whys, he has 
done all the thinking and come away the 
worse of the two. 
Drumm tri�d unsuccessfully to i)npar-t; 
his own intellectual curiosity to Mary. He· 
told her to "set thirigs aside," study them, 
to look at one side of an issue and then the 
The finale of the concert was Lisi 
"Fantasia quasi Sonata (Apres une lect1 
de Dante)." As though the music were r1 
ning somewhere, there is an element 1 
intrigue with climbing scales and brol 
chords which lend to the fragmenting of· 
piece. Tonal qualities of a mild piano t 
mad forte color the sonata. As ocean wa· 
briskly co.me to the shore so does the 
citement Claudio A-rrau brings to the 
ano. !Ending with a magnificent tremt 
his zeal and stamina are enchanting! 
other and then decide. This she has da· 
She decided on Lars in her youth. 
In the fact of death, Drumm is o, 
again brave but sad. He remembers , 
father's suspicious death and tries in v 
to justify his own life. "I wanted my fat 
alive and myself an orphan." This is both 
allusion to his own sense of worthlessn 
while his father was alive and a for,e� 
do wing of his own life. 
This relationship between father ; 
son is very emotional and, in this case, g 
beyond the per(ormance on stage. 
Leonard himself was an orphan and 
cannot help but see the autobiograph 
aspect of this part of the play. 
· At last Drumm accepts his fate, !' 
· only grudgingly and not without a fi/ E 
Drunim has at least one more chancr 
. leaving hi
.
s mark on the world, one If
I attempt at making his existence a le)r 
mate one; by writing a book. Drumm n_t-
gets to write his book but we are than 
that Hugh Leonard has w,itten his"pla: 
10, 1980 
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Thais Clark: 
ONEMO'TIME 
ByMARGARETNAHORS 
''The people actually laugh the kind 
of laughter that makes you feel good 
inside," said Thais Clark, who plays Ma 
Reed in the musical "One Mo' Time." 
Written and directed by Verne) Bagner­
is, the play is a recreation of the 1920's 
Black Vaudeville, in its 436th perform-
. ance at the Village Gate. 
The energetic Clark performs with 
zest and style in her role as Ma Reed. 
She greets her audience with a hot siz-
' zling song and dance rendition, struts 
her stuff across the stage. From the 
depth of her throat she invokes a halari­
ously funny laugh, arousing a response 
of hand clapping, foot stomping and rhy­
thmic body movements from the aud­
ience. 
Thais Clark was born in 1942 in 
New Orleans, Louisiana, and at-the age 
of four, began taking pino lessons. She 
sang and danced in high school musicals, 
got married, and later worked behind 
the bar !n her father's lounge. There she 
often joined in the nightly live enter­
tainment. When her four children began 
growing up she joined the Chapman 
Singers, a gospel group formed by her 
friend and co-star of "One Mo' Time " 
Topsy Chapman, who composed ma�y 
of the lyrics and did all the arrange­
ments for the group. 
Ms. Clark's blues orientation made 
her ideal for "One Mo' Time." She .said, 
"Vern wrote the script around each of 
our personalities. He knows all of us 
well. He knew Topsy because he used to 
go see her sing. He knew me for years 
and when I began singing with the gos­
pel group, he approached me with his 
ideas about this play." Thais said, "The 
group had very little money when start-
ed. But" we loved each other and we all 
pitched in to help Vern. Topsy did the 
lyrics and I did the choreo�phy. We're 
a family." With the Chapman singers, 
Ms. Clark has appeared in schools, pris-
ons, hospitals and hotels and annually at 
the New Orleans Jazz Festival. 
She also toured America and Eur­
ope with the New-Orleans Joymakers 
and the New Orleans Blue Serenaders 
where she sang gospel, blues and mate­
rial from the traditional jazz repertoire. 
In addition, she did the promotion for 
"One Mo' Time." The play is over­
whelmingly funny. It's truly a revival of 
the 1920's black vaudeville. Each artist 
portrays a famous personality who was 
hirep to perform at the "Lyric Theatre" 
located On the corner 0£ New Orleans 
Iberville and Burgundy. 
Until destroyed by fire in 1927, the 
theatre nightly entertained in black 
vaudeville with such immortals as Bes­
sie Smith, who was a headliner back 
then; Sweet Mama String Bean, whose 
real name is Ethel Waters; Ma Rainey 
and other greats. Being on the T. 0. B. 
A. circuit (Theatre Owners Booking 
�gency-or as the trade people had it, 
'tough on black asses" or "acts"). The 
pay was low and the touring conditions 
rough. 
· N eyertheless, in this recreation of 
the "Lyric Theatre" and the T. 0. B. A., 
Ms. Clark � Ma Reed, is the knot that 
ties the play together. Although this is 
her first theatre performance as an ac­
tress, she is a rousing delight. As the 
scene shifts from the dressing room 
which she shares with three other mem­
bers of Bertha Williams and her touring 
company, she gulps down bourbon 
straight form the bottle, and staggers 
on stage singing "See See Rider." She 
drives the audience wild when she 
bumps and grinds and uses related body 
movements. She says, "It's easy be­
cau�e it's all love. Naturalism brings on 
realism. When you're technical the au­
dience_ can see t)1rough it." This lady is 
truly natural and truly tc-r-.ri.Ge. 
Jamaica� National Dance theatre 
BY INGRID SMITH 
Jamaica's National Dance Theatre 
Company will once again appear at BAM. 
It was over eight years ago that Harvey 
Lichtenstein tracked down this unique en­
semble of dancers; singers and musicians 
who hail from the much talked-about 
Caribbean island of Jamaica and presented 
them to New York audiences, not once but 
twice. Their last visit was in 1974. This 
time they come under the joint sponsorship 
of BAM and the Second Festival of Carib­
bean Expressions sponsored by The Visual 
Art Research Center relating to the Carib­
bean and attached to the Phelps Stoke i 
Fund. 
Since the Company's last appearance \ 
in New York it has drummed up for itself 
further critical acclaim not only in its native 
ilamaica which is burgeoning with artistic . 
activity aiongside its· much reported econ­
omic crises but also in Trinidad and Bar­
bados, nearby Cuba and as far away as 
West Germany, Australia and the Soviet 
tJnion where the Jamaicans performed to 
capacity audiences in Moscow, Leningrad 
and Kiev last September. 
The Company remains an ensemble of 
versatile talented dancers (two-thirds of. 
tihem of a new generation), delig;ht�l sir)-
gers who work as a choral orchestra, excit­
ing druinmers (traditional and concert­
trained) and creative technicians all of 
whom give long and dedicated service 
without hope of remuneration to this 
Caribbean theatre group which is one of 
the most.significant cultural forces in the 
Commonwealth Caribbean. 
The leadership remains in the hands of 
artist-historians-political scien­
tist-radio/TV news analyst Professor Rex 
Nettleford who studied at Oxford as a 
Rhodes Scholar and whose idea it was 
mainly to found the dance company at the 
time of Jamaica's independence in 1962. 
The repertoire for New York ranges 
from the frolic-filled· "Caribbean Suite" 
tru:ough the ritualistic and theatrical "Sul­
kari" to the intense dance-drama "Two 
Drums for Babylon." , All these dance­
works demand of the dancers, singers and 
musicians who perform them in a variety 
and wide range of skills which will give 
audiences many shows in one. "Caribbean 
Suite" is an exhibition of some of the dances 
(and music) to be found at different points 
of the Caribbean-Tobago, Trinidad, Haiti, 
and Jamaica. Particularly interesting is the 
sequence based on the Jamaican bruckin 
party ritual still danced in Monchioneal by 
young and old and made popular with King­
ston audiences over the recent years 
through the annual festival competitions in 
traditional dance and the encouragement 
given by NDTC principal Joyce Campbell 
who has long co-ordinated dance at the 
Festival Office. "Sulkari" utilizes the mo­
tifs of African life, art and customs and 
features largely the highly promising new 
generation of young dancers now making 
their mark in the NDTC-Denise Robinson, 
Arlene Richards, Gabrielle Harban, Os­
wald Blackwood, Carson Cumberbatch 
and Samuel Bailey. Ban-y Moncrieffe, the 
NDTC lead dancer, also appears in the 
work but carries the load along with Jackie 
Guy and Melanie Cook-Graham (under­
studied by Jacquie Smith) in "Two Drums 
for Babylon," the-new production of the 
1964 watershed dance-work about the Ras­
tafari and the wider society. The original 
music for this is composed by Peter Ash­
bourne, easily one of the country's few seri­
ous composers working today. 
In addition audiences will see "Won­
der Love and Raise" (to the music of Stevie 
Wond�r) and "The C1:ossing" (to the. music 
of Quincy Jones) two dance-works linking 
the Caribbean heritage with the exper� 
ience of all Plantation America. There is 
also the new work impo1ted from the Dan­
za Nacional de Cuba celebrating the Black 
aesthetic of Afro-Caribbean art. Other 
dances are distinguished favorites (with 
£he Jamaican audiences) like "Kumina" to 
the drumming actually of kurnina drum-
. mers from Seaforth, St. Thomas, the­
dance-drama "Switch" (about the legend­
ary white witch of Rose Hall), and "Drums­
core" which are of more recent vintage l:..:t 
providing contrasts of style, concept and 
presentation. 
Rounding off all this are the NDTC 
Singers with folksong!l_ from all over the 
Caribbean: The orchestra under Marjorie 
Whylie's direction, supported by Lloyd 
Mason and Minkey Jefferson and the drum­
mers led by Ronan Critchlow (master 
drummer) completes the performing sec­
tion of the NDTC ensemble. Through all 
this emerges a celebratory sense of life. 
nonetheless, and the Jamaican National 
Dance Theatre Company retains all the 
verve and texture for which it is interna­
tionally known. 
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Rober:t Georgia: 
BY PHILLIP McCONNELL 
"For too long, evening students have 
had the feeling that they're second class 
citizens, but what we'd like to do is dispel 
that feeling and the situations that give rise 
to it." 
So says Mr. Robert Georgia, acting 
Di.rector of Evening and Graduate Student 
Activities. Mr. Georgia will be the acting 
di.rector until the college can an-ange for a 
search committee to screen qualified appli­
cants to fill the position full time. The posi­
tion was vacated by Mr. Donal Higgins 
who left to accept a new position at the 
Parsons School of Design. 
The new acting Di.rector has been at 
Baruch for 6 y()ars and is presently occupy­
ing a dual position. He is also the Veterans 
coordinator for the college in addition to 
being the acting Director. "I enjoy it be­
cause it exposes me to differenf kinds of 
students and problems, so I find it doubly 
challenging and doubly rewarding." 
In speaking on the disparity of the a­
mount of iictivities offered in the day as 
compared to the evening, he says that he 
sees no shortcoming in the activities them­
selves but that there aren't enough clubs to 
represent the entire evening student inter­
est. What he says he would like to do, along 
with his very capable assistant Ms: Robin 
Selditch, is to reach out and gi.ve the stu­
dents the opportunity to develop and share 
some of these interests. 
Overall, Mr. Georgia is impI'essed 
with the clubs that are in existence now and 
feels that they are strong and viable. Bob, 
as he is called around the office,.also says 
that there are m;rny talented and capable 
people in them that only need the proper 
environment and encouragement to en­
harice their talents. 
His number one concern is to support 
the student organizations already in exist­
ence and try to institute new ones that will 
grow bigger and better. He states that the 
procedures for starting a club are very sim­
ple. "It's just a matter of getting a few 
other students with similar interests, 
drawing up a charter, filling out a few 
forms, and requesting a budget from stu­
dent assembly .. A faculty advisor would be 
helpful," he adds, "but we're ready to as­
sist the student clubs and we welcome 
them." 
On a more serious note Bob Georgia 
reveals that what he would really like to 
see is students oI'ganize mor,e clubs that 
m=imize their academic interests instead 
of just their social ones. He thinks it would 
be a good idea if students got-together and 
combined their·ac'ademic studies with their 
career interests. He feels they could ben­
efit greatly, ;;1nd cites A. S. P. A. as one 
example of that kind of successful orien­
tation 
Debbie Benitez: 
BY PETER T. BARRI CELLA 
Spinning round and round like a top 
flying loose from its rope, twisting and 
stretching in all different positions like a 
rubberband, all eyes are fixed on this figure 
trying to bring it into focus. As it comes to a 
stop we see a gleaming, golden glittering 
smile that lights up the room. 
The owner of this pretty face is one 
Debbie Benitez. Her face lights up every 
time she dances. ''When I'm dancing I feel 
out of this world," says Debbie, and indeed 
when she dances she moves like she is out 
of this world, in another dimension. 
Debbie danced with the Ralph Lew 
Hustle Review company for about a year. 
She also danced in a Disco Chorous Line at 
Lamour's Disco. At Baruch she won the 
Spring· 79 dance contest with Astor (Juice) 
Concepcion. Last Spring she �idn't enter, 
but look out for her this Spring. 
put on a show in this year's Ms. Baruch 
contest. 
Debbie is the reigning Ms. Baruch. 
She has won two years in a row. However, 
this year she will not defend her title. In­
stead, she will help organize the contest 
with Tom Cracovia, Intramural and Recre­
ation Director. Debbie represented Puerto 
Rico in the International Disco Queen 
_ Beauty Pageant, and won. 
"Music puts me in a trance," says Deb­
bie. One look at Debbie will put you in a 
trance. Not only is she talented, but she's 
beautiful. She modeled in a ski-w.ear show 
called "Ski-Fever" i.n Denville N. J. She is 
also a cheerleader for the world fenowned 
New York Cosmos Soccer team. Debbie 
was one of the few girls out of three hun­
dred to be picked. 
This twenty-one year old ball of fire 
from Northeast Bronx graduated from 
Debbie is President of the Dance Club, John F. Kennedy High School. She is now 
.. :·i:,1¢1ilcti1tl''l'lil 
I 
His advice to all students is to become 
more active and take advantage of the 
money that is made available to them 
through student fees. Bob also encourages 
people to join student government because 
"they determirie how clubs will be funded 
and I thi-nk students should have as much 
input as possible in _ the decision making 
. process." 
Bob Georgia's duties as Acting Direc­
tor are not just limited to evening clubs and 
organizations. His office handles individual 
counseling and referral, and the monito�­
ing of student life outside the classFoom. 
His offi!le accepts suggestions fol' changes 
and imJ>rovements, registers all com­
plaints, passes certain recommendations 
along to the appropriate people and in gen­
eral tries to make students' college experi­
e nee as pleasant and rewarding as possible. 
Something new, this se,mester that he 
and his assistant, Ms. Selditch, plan to do is 
. to publicize steadily the availability of the 
supportive services offered by the college. 
'I'hese services include counseling and 
testing, curricular guidance, placement, fi­
nancial aid, and more. "A lot of students 
are under the mistaken notion that such 
services are not available to them in the 
evenings,· but there are definite times that 
students can make appointments for 
them." 
When he is asked what plans are on 
the horizon for the evening students he 
replies that "we're thinking of 
doing a survey for the evening students 
and the evening students alone, to try and 
find out what problems they ai:e experienc­
ing at present." 
By being in constant touch with the 
students themselves and their elected rep­
resentatives and dub leaders, he hopes to 
make the E. S. S. A. and the other clubs so 
attractive that· the people who don't have 
the time and the interest, wiJJ·find the time 
and generate the interest. He feels that 
there are many students out there who 
WQuld like to become involved but just 
don't know how. 
When not involved with some form of 
student activities on campus, Bob relaxes 
by playing sports and jogging. He writes 
poetry and says that he is fooling around 
writing a play. He has recently designed an 
educational/entertainment board game 
and is currently in the process of tryfog to 
market it. 
He has also just finished his !PhID 
Yil'hich makes him I§>r,,. Geor.�. H<is cloc--
torate is in comparitive religion and he is a 
graduate of New York U ni;versity. This 35 
year-old, pipe-smoking young man says 
that he has an old-fashioned view of epuca­
tion and believes in studying things that 
you enjoy, He believes that "if you study 
what interests you most in some way 
at some point it's bound to enrich your life, 
and that's been so in my life." 
which she revived at Baruch two years ago. in her-fourth year at B;rruch, majoripi in , " . , L----_-...;.:.:.�--���--'-'---' 
One of\1er ideas is to org;inize a Cuny-wide Advertising. She hopes one day to get into Brunswick Parkway lanes. One of her plays in two of New York's hot night spots, 
dance contest sometime in the future. The Creative Advertising. , teammates is George Acevido, a former Xenon's , and Electric Circus. He also 
Dance Club gives dance lessons from time · Debbie like:$'�} cheei;iJpi]:za,,rchJJc-.: ;Second. j!ilac.e�firijsh� }n, tilie· Mt.:EaJilidh.Uplafed cm.WJJs;).T. _ :fand W. B. L. S. 
to tnme and puts on dances. Last year they olates, and she loves cooking. Besides sing- contest. Remember the name Debbie Benitez 
had a 50's Sock-Hop. This year, they will ing and dancing she likes bowling. She Debbie's brother is an internationally because one day it too will be internation- 1
ha�e·<a· Ptt nk--Rock dance.-'Phe·ch.tb-will also��1J'owls-with the��stlay-NightStre-akers'i:11 ·, known B: J; ·1.Tohn-(aellybea'!l�-..Benitez. ·He- • a-1ly-weU-k110w.n, -·  • • ..- • u • • • •·• • •· • • -·- • � • <' 
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Tinae out of tinie 
BY ANGEL ROSADO 
Love, sex, death and religion are 
once again subject to Wo_ody Allen's im­
agination. This time we are obliged to 
Mr. Allen's quips in a brief volume en­
titled Side Effects. 
Although well-written, Side Ef­
fects is not in the same league as Allen's 
two previous efforts Getting Even and 
Without Feathers. These last two vol­
umes seem to have set a precedent that 
the current one does not follow. It 
seems as though Allen has exhausted 
his topics (love, death, sex,. religion and 
women) and also his words: gums, whin­
ing, herring and dutch. 
The two previously mentioned 
books read like a good stand-up routine 
by the author himself, with a laugh ev­
ery third sentence or so. We ar.e not 
treated to such luxury in Side Effects. 
Semi humorous passages are to be 
found however, as when Allen describes 
a young woman of whom he was espe­
cially fond, "and of course (she had) the 
appropriate hostility toward all deserv­
ing targets: politicians, television, face-
lifts, the architecture of housing pro­
jects, men in·leisure suits, film courses, 
and people who begin sentences with 
'basically."' 
· Allen observes that ''madness is re­
lative state" and s.ays of relationships, 
"Di<il anyone I know have a 'meaningful 
relationship'? My parents stayed to­
gether forty yeavs, but that was out of 
spi�e.') 
TYPING 
674-0822 
Aside from his usual targets, Allen 
also touches on philosophy, :UFOs and 
existentialism. For some reason this 
book never quite gets off the ground 
though, and we are always left wanting 
more. 
Woody Allen is a funny man and he 
has written funny books, but this is not 
one of them. Perhaps we have come to 
expect too much from Woody. Side Ef­
fects seems to have run out of things to 
say or ways to say them. 
Woody Allen 
By Phillis Bowdwin 
Time Out Of Time is a racy, moving 
drama about the caste system in pre-inde­
pendent Jamaica. Charles Mason, the play­
wright, paints a vivid portrait of conflicts of 
the· black aristocracy while giving his audi­
ence a rare look at the Jamaican lifestyle. 
The action, which takes place in the 
parish of Portland 9n the island of J amai<ia, 
starts off with a ba-ng, prophetic of the­
fireworks to·come. We find Hugh McMillan 
Shirley Gresford-Smith, an aristocrat, an­
noyed by his servants.who are arguing and 
creating a disturbance outside his house. 
The dialogue is fast and smappy, and load-· 
ed with laughs. 
Hugh, as he is known to his friends, is 
rich, idle, and bored. He has his title, plen­
ty 0f land, servants, and a housekeeper/ 
mistress, portrayed ·by the exotically 
beautiful ·Pamela Poitier, Sidney Poitier's 
daughter: Hugh�s. sister, Mavis, is a 
spoiled, hateful, self-indulgent snob who 
chose to marry a man for his title and 
money, foresakihg the only man she truly 
loved. She spends her leisure time having 
secret trysts with her lower-class lover at 
her brothe�s house and looking down her 
nose at her brother's housekeeper/mis­
tress,.Enid. 
The playwright touches on the finer, 
'·more delicate issues at hand in Jamaica, the 
polarization of a people by color and class. 
' These problems still exist today and contri­
bute to the suspicion and hatred that keep 
the_Jamaican people di\tlded. 
'.Dhe story Mason tells dwarfs the indi­
vidual characters because it is so important 
to the hisl:.ocy- of Jamaica. It touches on 
racism, sexism, infidelity, illegitimacy and 
birthrights. 
The cast is strong, but handicapped by 
an inability to effect and maintain the ne­
cessary Jam·aican accents throughout. Out 
of the cast of 10, there were three excep­
ticms to this problem. Donald Lee Taylor 
was extrem_ely funny as Clebert, the illit­
erate but proud butler. His accent was the 
most authentic, and his performance, com­
plete with mannerisms, was consistent 
throughout the play. He brought the house 
down with his telephone manner and drew 
the longest and loudest applause at curtain 
time. 
Vaughn Dwight Morrison's portrayal 
of Basil, Mavis' lower class lover, was in­
spired and seemed to encourage the other 
players to strengthen their perfol'IT)ances 
and their accents whenever he appeared on 
stage. 
Adisa Jahmu was chillingly convincing 
as The Rastaman, the revolutionary, who 
breezed through the stage like a chill in the 
night, demanding "Justice tice tice tice!" 
with his machete in hand. 
This play was truly ente1tai.ning, edu­
catio.nal and memorable. The characters 
were so believable that they transcended 
the limitations of the actors. I found myself 
drawn into their lives, and when the play 
ended sci abruptly, I was left wanting to 
k11ow more. I would love to see this play on 
Broadway, with some new members added 
to the cast. 
The set bYFran Pitchon was convin­
cing and imaginative, reflecti•ng an illusion 
of an island paradise. The lighting by San­
dra Ross complimented the set and was 
especially outstanding in the second half 
of the play at the dinner party. Billie Al­
len's directing, particularly with Clebert's taking and de'livering telephone messages 
to his employer, was extremely fine. 
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South Africa 
b 
continued from page 3 
Ndaba said it is America, Germany, 
France and England who delay the prog­
ress of Blacks in South Africa. The so­
called super powers have large invest­
ments in South Africa which supply them 
with exhorbitant amounts of profits. They 
are not concerned with the internal condi­
tion of South Africa or the treatment of 
Blacks. When asked about the Reagan ad­
ministration and what he perceives for the 
future of South Africa under this new ad­
ministration, he said "Washington admin­
istration after Washington adminstration 
has continued to support apartheid, econ­
omically and politically, and have made it 
difficult for Africans to achieve. Whether it 
is Carter or Reagan it will be no differ­
ence." Ndaba added that Reagan has sta­
ted that America will no longer interfere in 
other countries' affairs. Everything will 
remain as is, which means that the oppres­
sion of 22 million Blacks in South Africa .is 
of no concern to the United States of Amer­
ica. 
Duma Ndlovu's poetry covered all ar­
eas of the Black experience in America as 
well as Africa. With such poems as "Know­
ledge is power-Power to know your en­
emy" and· "They say I'm a terrorist" in 
which he incorporated the events of the 
Shah of Iran, Samoza of Nicaragua and 
other despots who were openly welcomed 
to America. These people are known world 
wide for their deeds but African soldiers 
fighting for what is rightfully theirs are 
regarded as terrorist by America. 
During one of the poems the audience 
participated in shoutil)g African phrases to 
questions by Ndlovu. This is the way poe-_ 
b.·y and songs are shared and er\ioyed by all 
in the African society. 
Solidarity 
continued from page 3 
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··extremely positive prog'fam""arid tlra:t she - ··taught here at Baruch for four years, re­
"was pleased with the turn out" for this stated the focus of the program. In her 
first on campus commemoration of Black opinion, ''the program helped students to 
Solidarity Day. Equally impressed with realize that both nationalities do have prob-
the level of student interest and participa- !ems and by working together we can help 
tion, Mr. Ron Harris said that he "wished to overcome our problems, as specially as 
only to thank those who felt that what took they relate to Baruch." 
created in an effort to bridge communications place was important enough to be a part of To round off festivities remaining 
3. that a place be made available where the it" and 'that he hoped that they would help guests and participants were treated to a 
black and Hispanic students and faculty to insure that this event would be just the scrumptious buffet (of Hispanic, Soul and 
can meet informally on a weekly basis- �rst ste� in an_ ongoing effort.' In conclud- West Indian dishes) and a sultry song-
to discuss, interact and debate I the mterVIew Prof. Gordon who has stress. 
4. the development of an official task force 
to address the concerns articulated in 
the open forum 
4. that the Black and Hispanic Faculty 
Caucus focus on its sources of infor­
mation and speakers, so that clubs and 
students at large can make use of this 
information and these persons in their 
various club activities 
6. that a calendar of events sponsored by 
all black and Hispanic student and fa­
culty organizations at Baruch be devel­
oped to strengthen communications and 
increase support of ongoing activities 
7. that black and Hispanic clubs and organ­
izations set aside time in their meetings 
to deal with concerns and problems of 
the general black and Hispanic-student 
body in addition to those concerns of 
their club members. 
Wine tasters in action 8. circulation of a list of the names of all 
faculty and students in support of these 
efforts to acknowledge direction -of continued from page 3 Louis Zeyer (Director of Wine Studies at 
Baruch), John Guillespe, Steven Bayer, 
Patrick Flanagan, and Julia Jackson gave a 
discussion on French White Burgundy 
Wine evaluation. This was followed by a 
question and ans:wer period. Finally the 
tasting itself took place in room 522, the 
Faculty Lounge. Sight, smell and taste 
were the criteria for the wine evaluation. 
blacks and Hispanics nationally 
9. creation of a separate weekly newsletter 
Mr. Harris also says that a transcript 
of the discussion will be circulated on 
campus. 
In i:esponse to the event of Dr. Lenard 
Jeffries, Baruch SEEK counselor Celes­
tine Thompson said, "Jeffries was fantas­
tic; a dl)'namic speaker well in control of his 
fact;-;-' p;:;;f.-Gordon in a teleplione inter­
view said that "it (the day's e'1ents) was an 
riarch Macon Blanchevel 79. Pere Patri­
arch Blanc De Blanc 77, LeJardenet Cuvee 
Blanc De Blanc. 
The three people responsible for the 
success of the seminar were: John Guil­
lespe from The Foods and Wine of France, 
Marci Goldstein Associate Director of Con­
tinuing Education, and Tom Cracovia In­
tramural and Recreation Director. 
The seminar started at 6:00 P. M. in 
room -114 of the 24 street building. After 
the introduction, a panel of five people 
Baruch will be going for its third 
straight successive seminar, when it pre­
sents its Red Wine Tastirjg Seminar on De­
cember 18th. 
�---------�---------------�--------------------------- I •  . 1 ' \ ' \ ' \ ' \ 
\ \ ' \ ' \ ' : ' \ ' \ ' \ ' \ - \ - \ - \ ' \ 
� EVENING SESSION STUDENT ASSEMBLY IS 
: NOW SPONSORING FREE TENNIS TO EVENING 
� STUDENTS ON SATURDAYAND SUNDAYEVEN-
� INGS FROM 6-8 PM. Sl�N UP NOW IN OUR OF- : ' \ 
: FICE RM 509 ON THE 5th FLOOR OF THE 26t� ' \ 
: STREET BLDG. BETWEEN 4-8 PM. ·:' \ ' \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ ' \ ' \ ' \ 
\ \ 
\. : \ \ ' \ \ \ � 
\ \ \ 
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Intramural Turkey Trot 
Are Intramurals for turkeys? Well it 
was at 3:00 o'clock on Tuesday, November 
25 that the Intramural and Recreation De­
partment, directed by Tom Cracovia 
presented its �nual "Turkey Trot" in the 
Armory on Lexington Avenue between 
:25th and 26th Streets. 
Twenty-two people ran in the race. _ 
Fifteen men ran fourteen laps, a distance a 
little over a mile, and seven women ran 
seven laps, a distance just over a half-mile. 
The winners were: Bob Miller, 
who broke the tape in first for the men 
in a time of _ 6:30:03, and 
Diana Guillermo who raced home first 
for the women in 4:17. Each received the. 
first place prize of a 15 pound turkey. In 
. second were Philip Manby for the men, 
who finished in 6:38:58 and for the women 
Karen Alexander completed the race in 
-J.::26: 16, who both ·received a ten pound 
turkey. The third place finishers were 
David Gonzalez with a time of 6:43:38 and 
Lidvine Gentillon who finished in 4:27:14. 
For their efforts they each received a bot­
tle of wine. There was a tie for fourth in the 
men's race. Jacob Bonitto and Can Amun­
eyyirci each finished with a time of 7:05. In 
fou1-th place ·for the women was Doctor 
.Joan Gondola who crossed the finish line in 
.1:83:40. A.JI, of tihe fourth p1ace finishers 
,,-on a ticket to the Red Wine Tasting Semi-
1i;;r; sponsored'.\);¥ Baruch's School of Con­
tinuing' Edu'c.atio-h, on December 18th. 
Winning the fifth place prize of a bag offive 
pound apples each were William Leary who 
clocked the race in 7:27:94 and Teresa Vak­
des who came home in 4:58. 
Sports Special 
By Peter T Barricella 
Intramural Basketball 
The men's Basketball team romped to In their thirdgame of the seasonatO!d 
an easy victory over Purchase Saturday, Westbury, Saturday November 30, the. 
November 22, in tfie team's opening game, Statesman couldn't get on the right track 
87-54. as they turned over the ball thirty-nine 
After a sluggish first_half which saw times in� 72-67 loss to New York Tech. 
Baruch leading by only seven, 41--34, the Coach Julie Levin, in his third year as 
team came alive. The Statesman came out coach at Baruch, is very optimistic about 
firing in the second half and thanks to good this year's club. He feels they will be a 
team defense and an effective press, they better than .500 team. 
were able to widen their lead over the home Baruch won thier second game 92-79 
team. GeraldTay-lor lead thewayin scoring on November 25, in their home opener 
\Vith twenty-points. Cliff Marshall added ·against Ramapo College in the Armory, 
twelve-points. Peter Mai-tin scored ten- between 25th and 26th Streets. 
points and played some slick defense with The team set a school field total per­
eight steals. Steve Hairghton also was ten- centage record by hitting on 69% of their 
acious on defense and Joe Grgas pulled shots. The Statesman never trailed in the 
down eight rebounds. Baruch out scored game, as they put in an outstanding team 
Purchase in the second half 46-30. performance. 
straight all around performance with four- Roger Miller lead all scores 1vith 
teen points, 8 for 8 from the free-throw lim twenty-four points. Charles Dudley had 
and he had five assists. ' eighteen and John Panosoupolis added six-
OFF to a good Start 
In Intramural Basketball, Harlem U. 
S. A. was eliminated by Moon Gang 60-46. 
The Blue-Devils eliminated the Blarney's 
56-49 and Club New York 57-55, before 
getting knocked .. �ut of the tQurnament by 
the Moon-Gang 62-50, in the quarter-finals . 
The Brothers became the only undefeated 
,te;llll in the double-elimination tourna­
ment by defeating Fame, who might not 
live forever but is still alive, 53-49 in the 
Semi-Finals. The Brothers now await the 
winner of the other Semi-Final game be­
tween the Moon-Gang 3-1 and Fame 2-1. 
teen. Peter· Martin turned in his second 
DECEMBER 10, 1980 
Womens Basketball Team 
THE WOME:-,/'S BASKETBALL 
SEASON was cancelled due to the lack of 
players. 
Womens Fencing Team 
THE WOMEN'S FENCING SEASON 
·will open their schedule December 12, 
Saturday, at home against Pratt at 6:00 
P.M. 
Mens Fencing Team
THE MEN'S FENCING TEAM under 
'new coach Fransico Martin will open their 
season December 1st, Monday, home at 
6:00 P. M. against Purchase College. 
Baruch Soccer team over looked in playoffs 
Champs Ag_ain 
The women's Volleyball team didn't 
have an unprecedented undefeated season 
like last year but they came awfully close. 
They finished the regular season with a 
19-3 record and they won the Hudson Valley 
To�l'nament for the second year in a row. 
The team has only lost three matches 
in two years. They have won41 out of their 
last 44 regular season matches, without ' 
losing a match in Tournament play. Their 
most impressive statistic is that they'l'e all 
first or second year playel's. 
The coach of this exciting team is Deb­
bie Ferratti. This year's champs are: Cap­
tain Yasmin Young, Rosa Estevez, Ka:en 
Alexander, Doris Ko, Du Carmelle Desire, 
Carolyn Book, Robyn Bethea and Joseph­
ina Baez. 
We here at.Baruch are all proud of you 
and we congratulate you on a successful 
season! ' ' 
The men's Soccer team kicked their 
way to an excellent 9-3-1 season. After a 
blazing 7-0-1 start the team lost three out of 
their last five games and finished tied for 
third in Cuny with a 5-2-1 record. They 
drastically improved on last year's 5-7-1 
l'ecord. 
However, despite having the best 
overall record of any Third Division Team 
and the best goals for and against average, 
with 43 goals for and only 12 against, the 
team was by-passed in the selection of th� 
play-off teams. Picked for the play-offs 
were Stony Bl'?<lk, Trenton, Patterson 
and Drew, all Third Division teams. 
Who chooses the teams to participate 
in the play-offs and on what basis are they 
c�osen? It_ seems that a comqrittee in-New, 
Jersey picks the teams on the basis of sea­
sonal play. Why then wasn't Baruch 
picked? According to Coach Tony Henry 
"the committee thinks the four teams they 
picked has tougher schedules, and equally 
good records." Ironically, three of the four 
teams picked are from New Jersey. The 
,only New York team was Stony Brook who 
finished with a record of 8-5-1, two more 
losses than Baruch. 
In the finals, Stony Brook and Tren­
ton battled for eight over-times to a 1-1 
deadlock tie and a share of the E. C. A. C. 
title. Could Baruch have won it all if given 
the·chanee. We'll never know! 
-- The team will next play in an indoor 
rournament at Pratt sometime in Feb-
1:'.uary. , , 
